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A WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF ROTOR BEHAVIOR UNDER
EXTREME OPERATING CONDITIONS WITH A DESCRIPTION
OF BLADE OSCILLATIONS ATTRIBUTED
TO PITCH-LAG COUPLING
By John W. McKee and Rodger L. Naeseth
SUMMARY
A wind-tunnel investigation was made to study the behavior of a
model helicopter rotor under extreme operating conditions. A i/8-scale
model of the front rotor of a tandem helicopter was built and tested to
obtain blade motion and rotor aerodynamic characteristics for conditions
that could be encountered in high-speed pullout maneuvers. The data are
presented without analysis. A description is given in an appendix of
blade oscillations that were experienced during the course of the inves-
tigation and of the part that blade pitch-lag coupling played in contrib-
uting to the oscillatory condition.
INTRODUCTION
Helicopter-rotor characteristics can be readily obtained from theo-
retically derived charts such as those presented in references i and 2
for forward flight conditions that do not result in appreciable amounts
of retreating-blade stall. For some flight conditions, particularly for
transient conditions such as those encountered in high-speed pullout
maneuvers, extensive regions of blade stall can exist in the rotor disk.
At the same time, knowledge of such factors of rotor behavior as the
greatest flapping angles that will be obtained can become quite important
if there is any question of interference of the rotor disk with other
helicopter components. Most conventional rotor theories are not appli-
cable under these conditions and a numerical step-by-step method of
solving equations expressing the rotor behavior, as developed in refer-
ences 3 and 4, must be used.
Interest in the effect of stall of the retreating blade on rotor
characteristics led to an investigation for the purpose of determining
the behavior that might be expected of the front rotor of a tandem
2helicopter during a pullout maneuver. A i/_!-scale model of the front
rotor was built and tested in the Langley 3CO-MPH7- by 10-foot tunnel
for conditions existing in pullout maneuvers. The blade weight and
stiffness were scaled to provide dynamic similarity. The model was
instrumented to obtain both rotor aerodynamic and blade-motion data.
The model was supported in the tunnel at several fixed angles of attack.
Tests were madefor a range of fixed control settings and for control
pulses. The tip-speed ratio was approximately 0.30. In order to pro-
vide data in a form convenient for determining design criteria, the
results of the investigation are presented in tabular form with no
analysis.
During the course of the investigation, rotor-blade oscillations
(predominantly lag motion) were experienced for certain operating con-
ditions. These oscillations are discussed in the appendix. A motion-
picture film supplement showing these lag oscillations has been prepared
and is available on loan. A request card form and a description of the
film will be found at the back of this paper, on the page immediately
preceding the abstract and index cards.
SYMBOLS
The rotor aerodynamic coefficients are referred to axes having their
origin at the point where the rotor shaft axLs passes through the plane
of the blade flapping hinges.
ao,s constant term in approximation of _s; the rotor coning angle,
deg
an, s coefficient of cos n_ in approximation of _s (positive
al, s is rearward tilt of rotor disk in degrees)
_O_s nominal collective pitch (blade pLtch at 0.75 radius with
zero flapping and lag angle), d_g
£_O,s increment in nominal collective-pltch control, deg
Ao_s constant term in approximation of
angle, deg
0s; mean blade-pitch
_l,s nominal lateral cyclic control, p,_sitive to the right (zero
flapping and lag angle), deg
3An, s
bn,s
BI, s
m
Z_BI, s
Bn, s
CD
CL
C_
C m
cQ
CT
Cy
coefficient of cos n_ in approximation of 8 s (positive
A I is feathering motion that causes rotor disk to tilt
,S
to right), deg
coefficient of sin n_ in approximation of Bs (positive
bl, s is tilt to right of rotor disk in degrees)
nominal longitudinal cyclic control, positive forward (zero
flapping and lag angle), deg
increment in nominal longitudinal cyclic control, deg
coefficient of sin n_ in approximation of @s (positive
BI, s is feathering motion that causes rotor disk to tilt
forward), deg
drag coefficient,
D
pV2_R 2
2
lift coefficient,
L
oV2_R 2
2
rolling-moment coefficient,
MX
pV2_R2R
2
pitching-moment coefficient,
oV2_R2R
Q
rotor-shaft torque coefficient,
_R2p(flRI2R
thrust coefficient,
T
_'R2 p (QR) 2
lateral-force coefficient,
Y
pV2_R 2
2
D drag, ib
EE0
En
Fn
G
I
J
L
Mx
My
n
Q
r
R
T
t
ti
V
Y
(I,
c_ s
Young's modulus of elasticity, l_/sq in.
constant term in approximation of {; the mean lag angle, deg
coefficient of
coefficient of
cos n_ in approximation of
sin n_ in approximation of
shear modulus of elasticity, ib/sq in.
moment of inertia in bending, in. 4
torsional stiffness constant, in. 4
lift, ib
rolling moment, ib-ft
pitching moment, Ib-ft
integer
rotor-shaft torque, ib-ft
radius to a blade element
radius to blade tip, ft
rotor thrust, ib
average time of revolution, see
number of rotor revolutions for control to move from initial
to displaced position
free-stream velocity, ft/sec
lateral force, ib
rotor angle of attack; angle betw_en axis of no feathering
(that is, axis about which ther_ is no pitch change) and
plane perpendicular to flight p_th, positive when axis is
inclined rearward, deg
rotor shaft angle of attack; angle between rotor shaft and a
plane perpendicular to flight p:_th, positive when axis is
inclined rearward, deg
5_s
es
blade flapping angle measured at flapping hinge with respect
to plane perpendicular to shaft axis, positive upwards,
deg; approximated by following expression:
_s = a0, s - al,s cos @ - bl, s sin @ - a2, s cos 2_ - b2, s sin 2@
approximate blade-azimuth angle measured from downwind posi-
tion in direction of rotation (as determined from shaft
rotation for assumed zero lag angle), deg
blade pitch angle at 0.75R with respect to plane perpendicular
to shaft axis, deg; determined from measurements at the
pitch bearing and to be more accurate should have been
_s_ ,
increased by ZN9 _ 57---_-5"@s approximated by
e s = A0, s - AI, s cos @ - BI, s sin @ - A2, s cos 2@ - B2, s sin 2_
mass density of air, slugs/cu ft
blade lag angle with respect to line perpendicular to flapping
hinge, positive in direction of rotation, deg; approximated
by following expression:
= E 0 + E 1 cos _ + F I sin _ + E 2 cos 2@ + F 2 sin 2_
rotor angular velocity, radians/sec
APPARATUS
General Model Simulation
A model, shown in figure i, of the three-blade front rotor of a
tandem-rotor helicopter was built and tested in the Langley 300-MPH 7-
by 10-foot tunnel. The rotor was tested with a simple fairing enclosing
the swash-plate mechanism and with a fuselage. The model was i/8-scale
and was held at fixed attitudes in the tunnel. The general arrangement
of the full-scale helicopter is shown in figure 2 and some properties
are listed in table I.
Dynamic similarity between the model and full-scale rotor of blade
deflections and frequencies in terms of chord lengths of travel was
obtained by scaling the blade weight and stiffness (from 0.197R to the
tip) and the test speed. The following scaling parameters relate the
i/8-scale model to the full-scale rotor if the air density for the full-
scale rotor is the same _as the average mode_i test air density of
0.00227 slug per cubic foot:
Linear dimensions ................. 1/8 x full scale
Area ....................... (1/8) 2 X full scale
Weight ...................... (1/8) 3 x full scale
Weight per unit length .............. (1/8) 2 x full scale
Stiffness (El and GJ) ............... (1/8) 5 X full scale
Mass moment of inertia .............. (1/8) 5 × full scale
Mass moment of inertia per unit length ...... (1/8) 4 X full scale
Linear velocity ................. (1/8) 0.5 x full scale
Angular velocity ................. (8) 0.5 x full scale
Time ...................... (1/8) 0.5 x full scale
Frequency ..................... (8) 0.5 x full scale
Linear acceleration ................ i × full scale
Angular acceleration ............... 8 x full scale
Torque or moment ................. (1/8) 4 X full scale
Power ...................... (1/8) 3"5 x full scale
Reynolds number ................. (1/8) 1.5 x full scale
Mach number ................... (1/8) 0.5 x full scale
Mass constant of blade ............. i X full scale
The weight and rigidity of model parts inboard of 0.19719 and in
the hub and swash plate were probably great,_r than the scaled values.
Rotor Blades
Full-scale blades.- As shown in figure_; 2 and 3 the full-scale
rotor has a radius of 264 inches and the blade proper begins at 52 inches
(0.197R) from the center of rotation. The blade has a modified NACA
0019 airfoil at the 52-inch station and tap,_rs linearly in thickness to
an NACA 0015 airfoil at the 92-inch station and to an NACA 0012 airfoil
at the 263-inch station, with a tip of revolution extending to the
264-inch station. The chord at station 52 is shortened to 9.32 inches
by fairing the trailing edge to an approxi_Ltely elliptical shape. The
chord length increases linearly up to 16.5 :nches at the 72-inch station
and is constant at 16.5 inches from this station to the tip. The blade
has a linear twist of 7° between the center of rotation and the tip
(pitch decreasing from center to tip).
7The weight and stiffness characteristics of the full-scale rotor
blades are given in figure 4. The characteristics identified as "true
values" are calculated values furnished by the manufacturer except in
the instance Of torsional stiffness which was obtained from measurements
of the deflection under torque of a blade. Also shown in figure 4 are
the blade properties as averaged over each of 13 finite increments of
length, which were used in the design of the model blades. The weight
and center of gravity of these 13 sections were in reasonable agreement
with values obtained by cutting and weighing an actual blade.
Model blades.- The model rotor blades were formed by foaming plastic
onto a magnesium spar in a female mold. An extra blade was cut into
13 spanwise segments to find the correction for each segment which would
provide the desired weight and center of gravity. The corrections to
the blades were made by cutting "lightening" holes in the foam (covered
with doped paper) and by cementing ballast weights in the foam (predomi-
nantly in the nose ahead of the spar). A foam blade with no spar was
also made and tested, and the foam was found to contribute about 8 per-
cent of the total required flapwise and chordwise bending stiffness El
and 20 percent of the torsional stiffness GJ. The spar was designed
to contribute the rest of the stiffness. Some sample spar test speci-
mens were used to obtain design information. The final spar design is
shown in figure 5. The degree of attainment of the desired stiffness
properties of the completed blades was checked by comparing the calcu-
lated and measured deflections resulting at several stations from
application of torsion at the tip and application of normal and chord
forces on a termporary spar extension i0 inches (80 inches full-scale)
outboard of the tip with the root rigidly clamped. The measured deflec-
tions were smaller than desired and over the length of the blade were
approximately 60 percent of the calculated chordwise deflection and
85 percent of the calculated flapwise and torsional deflection. This
mismatch was greater than expected and was attributed to the contribu-
tion to the blade stiffness of the ballast weights and paper covering
which had not been considered in the model design. Although the ballast
weights were short (1/4 to 1/2 inch) segments of metal (steel, brass,
and tungsten), a nearly continuous strip of them securely cemented in a
groove in the foam just ahead of the spar was required to obtain proper
weight and balance. Of the total blade weight, approximately 28 percent
was ballast, 39 percent was spar, and 33 percent was foam and paper
covering. The model blade weight was 70.62 grams, which represents a
full-scale weight of 79.65 pounds and compares favorably with the values
obtained by integration of the weight curve of figure 4 and by 8ctually
weighting a blade, 77.36 pounds and 81.04 pounds, respectively. The
blade weight listed in table I includes some material between the 52-
and 52-inch stations. The chordwise and spanwise location of the
center of gravity of the model blades also agreed closely with the
full-scale locations. Some repairs to the covering of the lightening
holes in the foam were required during the course of the test program.
The cumulative effect of these repairs did not exceed a weight increase
of 3 percent and the corresponding effect on the blade center of gravity
was small but unknown.
The three blades were formed in the s_e mold and were the same
size but no attempt was madeto determine ],y measurementwhether the
exact twist specified was obtained or whether the three blades had iden-
tical twist. No blade trailing-edge tabs were used and one setting of
the individual blade pitch links provided tracking of acceptable accuracy
for the complete test program.
The natural frequencies of the nonrotating blades were determined
with the blades installed on the rotor hub. Light elastic restraint at
node points was used to support the blade with freedom at the flap and
lag hinges and a variable-frequency air jet pulser was used to excite
the blade motion. The model and full-scale frequencies are presented
in table II. The excess stiffness of the model blades is seen to be
reflected in frequencies slightly higher than the desired values.
Rotor Hub and Swash-Plate Details
The geometric arrangement of the mode;i,rotor hub and swashplate
is shown in figure 6. The swash-plate gim_al pivots, lower ends of the
blade-pitch links, and longitudinal contro;.-link attachment to the swash
plate are in a commonplane. The lateral swash-plate cyclic-control-
link attachment is below this plane. The cyclic-control-link attachment
points on the lower or nonrotating swash plate were displaced from their
true scale positions but lay on radial lines passing through the gimba!
center and the true position; this change _oes not distort the hub kine-
matic properties.
In addition to the control provided b_r swash-plate position, the
blade-pitch angle is dependent upon flappi:_g and lag angles. It can be
seen, for example, that if the blade is movedrearward from the position
shownin figure 6 to a negative lag angle, the pitch link will rotate
about its lower end, and the upper end, mooringon an arc, must move
down somewhatso that blade pitch is reduc._d. The swash-plate position
shownin figure 6 corresponds to zero cycl_c control and a pitch at
0.75R of 8° 28' when flapping and lag angles are zero or a pitch of 8°
whenthe flapping angle is 6° 21' and the _ag angle is -i ° 46' (back).
The hub parts and the swashplate wer,_designed to be rugged and
rigid with low friction and minimumplay i_I the numerousmoving joints.
Electric motors and an air-actuated pulse _levice were installed for
remote control of the swash-plate position through suitable linkage.
Stop settings of the flapping hinge on the model were 30° up and
8° down. The down-stop setting was greater than the full-scale value
of 4_° to minimize stop pounding for someof the extreme operating con-2
ditions. Lag-stop settings of the model matched the full-scale values
of lO° forward and 20° rearward.
Lag dampers, damperB of reference 5, were used on the model. The
requirements that fluid leakage be minimized and that desired damping
be maintained were met by this damper, which had no seals subject to
high pressure_ a small fluid reservoir, and refill ports with check
valves (not shown in ref. 5) to eliminate air or vacuum bubbles.
The dampers were adjusted to simulate the viscous damping labeled
"normal" or "twice normal" in figure 7, dependent upon the oil used.
Because the model damper characteristics were different from those of
the full-scale dampers, neither adjustment gave an exact simulation of
the damping provided on the full-scale helicopter. The curve labeled
"normal" represents a damping constant of 610 foot-pounds per radian
per second. A piston velocity of 5 inches per second (where the curves
labeled "normal" and "full-scale" intersect) is the maximum velocity
occurring in a ±2 ° lag oscillation at rotor rotational frequency.
Rotor Support and Drive
For measurement of rotor loads_ the rotor was attached to a
6-component electrical strain-gage balance that was attached to the top
of a support strut. The support strut was pivoted below the tunnel
floor and could be locked at fixed angles to provide the desired angles
of attack of the rotor. Three oil-filled dashpots were mounted at the
top of the support strut to damp motions of the rotor and protect the
balance from excessive deflection at resonant conditions where vibration
might be encountered. Two braces from the tunnel floor to the top of
the mounting strut were used to provide greater rigidity.
The rotor drive shaft was just ahead of the rotor support strut.
The lower end of the drive shaft was connected by a universal joint to
a two-arm air-jet reaction pinwheel type of drive device below the tun-
nel floor that was supplied with high pressure air. The drive device
and drive shaft moved as a unit with the support strut when the angle
of attack was changed. The upper end of the drive shaft drove the
rotor shaft through a joint that transmitted only torque and did not
have restraints that would affect the rotor loads as measured by the
balance. An electrical strain gage in the drive shaft measured the
drive torque.
lO
Fuselage and Hub FairAng
The rotor swashplate and load-measuring balance were enclosed and
shielded from wind loads by either a simple fairing or a fuselage as
shown in figure 1. These were attached to the support strut below the
balance. The fuselage was scaled to simulate the shape of the full-
scale fuselage except that an oversize fairing was required in the
vicinity of the swash plate, and the tail of the fuselage was refaired
to eliminate the bulge required for a rear rotor mechanism. The fuse-
lage was built as a shell divided into eight segments attached to a
central spar. Part of the top surface of the fuselage shell in the
area that could possibly be struck by a blade was replaced by a paper
covering.
Instrumentation
The model was instrumented to obtain rotor aerodynamic character-
istics, swash-plate control input settings, and blade-motion character-
istics. Suitable electrical sensing devices at the rotor were wired to
the indicating and recording equipment at th_ control station.
Rotor aerodynamic loads were obtained by meansof the 6-component
electrical strain-gage balance that connectecLthe rotor to the mounting
strut and the electrical strain-gage torque Imit in the rotor drive
shaft. The rotor load measurementswere read from indicating instru-
ments. They were also recorded, except shaft torque, on a multichannel
recorder along with other rotor information. The recorded values were
used only in preliminary tests that were mad_to obtain satisfactory
blade tracking and balance of the rotating p_ts. The dynamic charac-
teristics (frequency and damping) and low st_.tic sensitivity of the
system resulted in recorded loads data that were suitable for only
qualitative purposes.
Information on swash-plate position (collective, longitudinal
cyclic, and lateral cyclic pitch) was obtain_d from flexible strain-
gage beamsthat were deflected by movementof the motor-actuated link-
age to the swashplate. These gages were ca_iibrated with the rotor
blades at zero flapping and lag angle. The _ontrol settings are
referred to as nominal values since the blad_-pitch angle varied with
flapping and lag angle.
Blade-motion information was obtained by recording the output of
three inductance-type pickups that were moun_edon the rotor to sense
angular position at the flapping, lag, and p_tch bearings. Becauseof
space limitations the pickups were not all mounted on one blade. The
blade having the lag pickup led the blade having the flapping and pitch
pickups by 120°. At times when the flapping angle reached -8° (the
Ii
hinge down-stop setting), the position of the blade tip at zero azimuth
angle was observed as it passed a graduated mast and an equivalent
flapping angle was determined. For the purpose of determining the lowest
position of the blade tip for transient conditions, the graduated mast
was replaced by a balsa combwith teeth, pointing toward the center of
rotation, that would be struck and knocked off. The azimuth reference
was provided by recording the signal from a switch that was closed
momentarily once each revolution by a part of the rotor drive mechanism.
This switch contact occurred whenthe hub attachment of the blade that
was instrumented for flapping and pitch angles was at zero azimuth. It
should be noted that the blade-pitch-indicator measurementswere in terms
of angular change about the pitch axis (outboard of the flapping and lag
hinges). A correction to the pitch-indicator readings to obtain blade-
pitch angles is discussed in the next section.
Wires from sensing devices on rotating parts of the apparatus
passed through the hollow drive shaft to a slipring unit at the lower
end of the rotor drive. The rotor rotational speed was determined from
an instrument that indicated the frequency of the voltage fluctuation
of a multipole generator coupled to the drive shaft.
TESTPROCEDUREANDPRESENTATIONFRESULTS
General
The tests were made with the apparatus mounted so that the rotor
was approximately centered in the test section of the Langley 300-MPH
7- by lO-foot tunnel. Preliminary tests were made to obtain satisfac-
tory rotor tracking and balance of the rotating parts. Satisfactory
tracking was achieved by making small adjustments to the pitch of the
individual blades by changing the length of the pitch links which con-
nected the blade pitch arms to the swash plate. Satisfactory balance
was obtained by a trial and error process of adding weights to a small
metal disk on legs attached to the top of the rotor hub. The balance
weights were required to compensate for the weight of the blade-motion
pickups and the swash-plate "scissors." The tracking and balance of
the rotor required no further adjustments during the test program.
Complete calibrations of the instrumentation were made before the
tests were started, and brief check calibrations of the blade control
and motion instrumentation were made each day during the tests.
The kinematic properties of the rotor and the location and installa-
tion of the blade-motion pickups introduce certain complexities in the
presentation of the data. The accuracy of the measurement of blade
flapping angle was influenced by the effect of play in the flapping, the
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lag, and particularly the pitch bearings, all of which were needle
bearings fitted as closely as seemedpractical. The effect of this
play caused a total error of about i °. Because of the likelihood that
the blade centrifugal force will have the effect of centering all joints
and minimizing the influence of this free play, the records were inter-
preted and presented as though this were true. Another effect of bearing
play showedup in the blade pitch measurements. These undesirable hinge
freedoms introduced very little error in the measurementsfrom the pickup
that measuredblade pitch at the pitch bearing but a change from a nose-
up to a nose-downmomenton the blade would shift the calibration of the
position indicators measuring control input _o the swashplate by about
1.3° . The control inputs are presented as nominal values for the condi-
tions of a nose-downmomenton the blade and zero flapping and lag angles.
Whenthe flapping and lag angles are other than zero, changes in pitch
from the nominal control inputs are produced. The pitch-pickup readings,
and hence all tabular values based on them, ideally should be corrected
for errors introduced by the effect of the flapping and lag angles.
This correction arises because the blade axle, which was the reference
point for the pitch indicator, had an effeetilve pitch changewhenboth
flapping and lag were not zero. An approximate correction for this
effect would add an increment Z_ to the measured pitch angle of approx-
_s_
imately 57.3" A kinematic effect which was sensed by the blade-pitch
pickup but not by the control-input indicators is the change of blade
pitch that is introduced when a change of flapping or lag angle causes
the pitch link to swing about its lower or swash-plate end. Examples of
the change of blade pitch for a nominal pitch of 8.5 ° (the value at zero
flapping and lag) with lag angle for three flapping angles are shown in
figure 8. Nominal pitch does not change, as it is determined from con-
trol input to the swash plate, the actual pilch shows a marked decrease
for large negative angles of lag, and the pitch change measured by the
blade-pitch pickup differs from the actual p_tch by approximately _s_
57.3"
Somewhat similar curves would exist for each value of nominal pitch, and
curves could also be obtained for constant values of lag angle with
flapping angle as the variable.
The blade-motion records were reduced b_ using values read for
each 30 ° of azimuth of a revolution for a ]2-point harmonic analysis.
No correction was added to the tabular data, but the magnitude of the
error present in the blade-pitch data was evaluated in two ways in two
examples: (i) by adding the increment deternined for the average
!aflapping and lag angle to AO s (the constant term in the57.3/
approximation of 8s) a (2) by applying the appropriate correction
for es to each of the 12 values used in the harmonic analysis of a
cycle. The results are presented in table 111. If the average correc-
tion is applied to A0, s, the result is in gcod agreement with the values
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of A0, s obtained by using the correction to each of the 12 points of
the harmonic analysis. The other blade-pitch terms as presented are
also shown to be changed if the correction is applied to the pitch
record when analyzed. The term that is probably of second greatest
interest (if A0, s is first) is BI, s and the effect on this term is
not excessively large. Records with a shaft angle of attack of 12 ° were
chosen in these examples as having the greatest cyclic variation of
flapping and lag angle and therefore the most pronounced distortion.
Tests at Zero Forward Speed
One test was made with zero wind speed in the tunnel with the swash-
plate mechanism fairing and without the fuselage. Data were obtained
for a range of nominal collective pitch settings with zero cyclic con-
trol and zero shaft angle of attack. The results are presented in
table IV. The tunnel boundaries introduced flow distortions which would
have unknown effects on the rotor characteristics.
Fixed-Control Tests With Tip-Speed Ratio of 0.3
Tests were made for ranges of control settings at shaft angles of
attack of -6, O_ 6, and 12 ° at a tip-speed ratio V cos _ of approxi-
_R
mately 0.3. The tests were run at a constant rotor angular velocity of
80.0 radians per second and a constant tunnel dynamic pressure of
5.11 pounds per square foot. Corrections to the nominal tip-speed ratio
for the air speed corresponding to the actual air density during the
tests and for the tilt of the axis of no feathering would fall within
the range of ±5 percent. No corrections for tunnel jet boundaries have
been applied to the data. Some of the data with collective or longitu-
dinal cyclic pitch as the variable were obtained with zero lateral cyclic
control and some with the lateral control required to provide approxi-
mately zero lateral inclination of the thrust vector as determined from
the rotor balance readings. This did not generally result in exactly
zero rolling moment or side-force coefficient because of balance inter-
actions. The results are presented in table V. Twice normal lag
damping was used in all cases except that given in table V(b), part (3),
for which normal damping was used.
Transient Blade Motion Resulting From Control Pulse
Data were obtained following control pulses from initial steady-
state conditions at normal model rotor speed (0.0785 sec/rev_ tip-speed
ratio _ 0.3). Two types of control increments were used. One was an
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increase of nominal collective pitch of about 4° and the other was a
combined 4° of nominal rearward (negative) cyclic pitch and 2° increase
of collective pitch. The control increment was applied, held for sev-
eral rotor revolutions, and then removed. The actual control increments
associated with those nominal values should be obtained from harmonic-
analyses data.
Blade-motion characteristics are preserted in table VI for condi-
tions after application of control increments and in table VII for con-
ditions after return of the control to the original position. In gen-
eral, the cycle analyzed in table VII was about the fourth cycle after
return of the control. The characteristics after return of the control
when rotor torque is high, particularly of the lag motion, are not
always exactly representative because a lag oscillation, which is dis-
cussed in the appendix, was sometimes creat_d and was in the process
of decaying. A typical record obtained for motions tabulated in
table Vl(c) and VII(c) is shown in figure 9 Cycles to be analyzed,
one after application of the control incremc:nt and one after the return
of the control, have been divided into 30° :increments of azimuth. Since
the lag pickup was on a different blade from the pitch and flapping
pickups, the azimuth positions are differentiated by the subscripts
for lag, _ for flapping, and e for pitch. The flapping trace is
shown with a dashed fairing to pass through the equivalent flapping
angle beyond the down stop as determined from the observed tip position
at _ = 0°.
Figure i0 shows a part of a time histo:_ of a record from
tables VI(b) and VII(b) illustrating the c_mge of rotor speed that
occurred during the pulse tests because the rotor drive torque remained
constant. These data are shown because the_ were obtained for a rela-
tively rapid 4° collective-pitch control pu_se followed by a longer than
average control-displaced time. After disp_acement of the control,
flapping angles initially change rapidly and then more slowly. Flapping
angles show a sudden change when the control is returned, but not to the
original values, as the rotational speed is different.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Results have been presented from a win,_-tunnel investigation to
determine the behavior of a model of the fr,mt rotor of a tandem heli-
copter under extreme operating conditions. Test conditions included a
range of fixed control settings and control pulses for a tip-speed ratio
of approximately 0.3. The data are present,_d in convenient tabular form
15
without analysis. Included is an appendix describing lag oscillations
of the rotor blades encountered during the tests.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley Field, Va., September 2, 1958.
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APPENDIX
LAGOSCILLATIONSOFROTORBLADES
Rotor-blade oscillations, predominantly lag motion with a frequency
of about one cycle per three rotor revolutious, were experienced during
tests of the model. Whenthe lag oscillatio_ was first noticed, it was
thought to be a "ground resonance" coupling of the shaft displacement
caused by support flexibility with the displaced center of gravity of
the blade group; however, this oscillation differed from ground resonance
im that damping or restraining the shaft motion did not have mucheffect
on the blade motion. Motion pictures taken during the investigation
illustrate the nature of the lag oscillations for the hovering condition
and are available as a film supplement for tli_is Memorandum.
Rotor Behavior for Hovering With NoLag Dampers
With no lag dampersthe rotor could be operated at low collective
pitch and low forward speed, but an increase of either would lead to the
condition of oscillatory lag motion. For the hovering condition, mod-
erate values of collective pitch seemedto result in a condition of
about neutral stability. Somedifficulty wa_ experienced in obtaining
records of the time history of the blade motLon, as the inception of the
oscillation was difficult to anticipate; how._ver,the situation was eased
when it was found that the oscillation could be induced to start by gen-
erating a flow disturbance through the rotor disk. The amplitude of the
lag oscillation would at first increase slow y to ±3° in about 200 revolu-
tions of the rotor and then would increase r_pidly until limited by the
stop settings of i0 ° forward and 20° rearwardS. Reduction 'of collective
pitch by about 4° was necessary to stop the llotion.
The lag motion of each of the three blac_eswas approximately sinus-
oidal. The frequency was close to, but at t mes slightly higher or
lower than, 1/3 of the shaft rotational freq_ency and approximated a
simply determined natural blade-lag frequenc$_. The three blades were
phased in such manner that the motion of eac]1blade was 1/3 of a cycle
later than that of the blade ahead of it in _,herotor disk. This type
of motion results in a center of gravity of ",he blade group that, with
respect to the shaft, is rotating counter to the direction of rotation
at a frequency equal to 1/3 the rotational frequency or, with respect
to the shaft support, is rotating at a frequc_ncy2/3 the shaft rota-
tional frequency in the samedirection as th_, shaft. All natural fre-
quencies of the rotor support observed after plucking the rotor support
were well above the excitation frequency of 2/3 rotational frequency.
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The lag motions were accompanied by smaller flapping and pitch
oscillations so that, when the blade had rotated rearward about the
lag hinge, the pitch and flapping angles were reduced.
In one test with no apparent change of operating conditions, a
motion with a different blade phasing did develop. This test showed a
pronounced tendency for the motion of the three blades to be in phase,
and for this condition the shaft tachometer showed a noticeable fluctua-
tion of rotational speed.
Theory of Influence of Coupling on Oscillations
A theoretical analysis of oscillations in the hovering condition
(ref. 6) indicates that a skewed hinge that results in a decrease of
pitch as the blade lags back has a destabilizing influence on lag oscil-
lations. Although the rotor of this analysis differed from the model
rotor in many details, it would be expected that the model pitch-lag
coupling, obtained from pitch-link action, would have a similar effect.
In order to verify that the coupling contributed to the oscillatory con-
dition, the pitch links were removed and the individual blades were
locked in pitch at the pitch bearings. No oscillations were present
for the hovering condition (with no lag dampers) which previously had
resulted in oscillations, nor for the condition in which the collective
pitch was increased by 2° .
Another study of the influence of coupling on blade-motion stability
for the hovering condition has recently been made and is presented in
reference 7. Lag instability was encountered during full-scale tests
of a rotor on a WADC (Wright Air Development Center) tower. The rotor
consisted of experimental blades and a hub of the type simulated by the
model. A simplified stability criterion developed in reference 7 indi-
cates that oscillations will be obtained in the hovering condition with
a negative pitch-lag coupling and no dampers. In general, the behavior
of the model with no lag dampers verifies this result. Lag oscillations
were generally experienced after the collective pitch and the resultant
lag had been increased to the point where conditions were such that the
pitch-lag coupling had become negative, that is, the pitch decreased as
the blade lagged back.
Effect of Lag Dampers
Inasmuch as the model was being tested to study the blade flapping
behavior, suppression of the lag oscillations was necessary, and this
was accomplished by adding lag dampers.
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The stability criterion of reference 7 :indicates that with lag
dampers some value of negative pitch-lag cou]_ling will correspond to
neutral stability_ dependent upon certain bl_de properties and the damper
coefficient. The kinematics of the rotor hu1_ of reference 7 and the
model hub were similar, but the blades of reference 7 were considerably
lighter than the production blades from which the model blades were
scaled (for instance, moment of inertia abou_i the lag hinge was 25 per-
cent less). Consequently the rotor of reference 7 would have larger
flapping and lag angles and more negative coupling for comparable oper-
ating conditions. The blade differences and the damper characteristics
simulated by "normal damping" combine to make the model more stable
than the full-scale rotor of reference 7. T_e highest model blade pitch
of the tests in the hovering condition with "normal damping" was 14.5 °
with a lag angle of 15 ° and a pitch-lag coupling of -0.5. For this
condition, which required twice the normal rated power, no oscillations
were obtained, and the stability criterion would indicate that the oper-
ating condition was just at the stability boundary.
Effect of Forward Speed
Forward speed introduced effects that made lag oscillations more
likely to occur. No attempt was made to explore the lag stability
boundary during the course of the investigation of blade flapping behav-
ior, but some trends indicated by incidental encounters with the oscil-
latory condition were noted.
With no lag dampers forward speed was very effective in exciting
the oscillatory condition, and the speed required to start the oscilla-
tions decreased with increased collective pitch. Of course, for forward-
speed operation a normal one-cycle-per-revolution variation of flapping,
lag, and pitch was present. The effect of forward speed might be attrib-
uted in part to the change of pitch-lag coupling of the linkage in dif-
ferent operating regions and to the reduction or removal of the damping
effect of static friction in the bearings.
With normal lag damping no trouble was experienced at any forward
speed for normal helicopter flight conditions. However, the lag oscil-
lation, superimposed on the normal one-cycle-per-revolution motion, was
obtained as the severity of the test conditio_ was increased. Twice
normal damping was necessary to provide a satLsfactory upper limit to
the test conditions. With lag damping present the amplitude of the lag
oscillations could be readily controlled by shall increments of pitch
change.
More specifically, in contrast to the st_le operation in the
hovering test with normal damping, lag oscillations were obtained when
the tip-speed ratio was 0.3 with about equal _otor lift or coning angle,
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even though the damping was doubled and the average lag angle or torque
was lower. As the rotor angle of attack was increased from -4 ° to 12 °
(rearward tilt of the axis of no feathering), with twice normal damping,
the collective pitch required for the onset of the oscillations decreased
about 4° . At the same time rotor lift increased from 1.6 to 1.8 times
the value for level flight and rotor torque decreased from 2.0 to 1.3
times scaled normal rated torque. One available comparison of normal
and twice normal damping showed that with the higher damping the onset
of oscillations occurred with 3° greater collective pitch and 30 percent
higher rotor torque. Rotor theory that could be used to predict the
effect of forward speed on these lag oscillations was not at hand. The
effects of the kinematic properties of hub linkages with large cyclic
variations of flapping, lag, and pitch and nonlinear effects of blade
stall would have to be included in the theory and no such attempt was
made.
2O
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TABLEI.- SOMEPROPERTIESOFHELICOPTER
Gross weight, ib ................
Maximumhorsepower ...............
Rotor rotational speed, rpm ..........
Rotor radius, ft ................
Blade chord, in .................
Blade washout, center line to tip, deg .....
Flapping hinge offset, percent R .........
Lag hinge offset, percent R ..........
Blade weight, ib ..........
Chordwise center of gravity, Excludes
from leading edge, in ....... _ weight
Spanwise center of gravity, inboard
from center of rotation, in. of O.121R
Massmomentof inertia about center of
rotation, slug-ft 2 ..............
Full scale Model
13,500
1,425
270
22
16.5
7
i.74
5.27
99.99
3.794
122.11
445
764
2.75
2.06
7
i. 74
5.27
0.195
0.47
15.26
o.o136
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TABLE IV.- ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS WITH ZERO TUNNEL SPEED
Shaft angle of attack and cyclic control input equal to zero;
"normal" lag damping; no iuselagej
deg
2.09
3.05
4.05
5.05
6.05
7.05
8.O5
9.05
i0. O5
11.05
12.09
15.05
14.05
15.05
io .09
17.05
i_.Ob
CT
O.00086
.00133
•00177
•OO238
•OO286
.OO339
.OO398
.00451
•OO51O
•oo56_
.oo6zo
•00644
.00676
.00738
•OO746
•00780
•00801
CQ
0.000080
•000105
.000132
.000167
.000_ 94
•000249
.000298
.000941
• 000387
•000435
• 000494
.000961
•000617
•000692
.000747
•000817
.000886
A0, s
deg
2.2
3.3
4.3
5-3
5.9
6.8
7.5
8.4
9.1
9.6
iO. 4
ii.I
ii.9
12.7
13.1
13.9
14.1
a0_s_
deg
0.25
•70
.80
1.50
1.90
2.o5
2.95
3.05
3.9O
4.40
4.50
5.15
5.75
6.15
6.20
6.15
7.25
E 0 ,
deg
2.20
2. O0
1.50
.85
.35
-.50
-i.50
-2.7O
-3.80
-4.65
-6.00
-7.50
-8.65
-i0.50
-11.45
-12.80
-_4.90
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CABL_ V.- _(TTOR C}{AP_¢_ERIf'TICS AT A TIP-SPEED RATIO OF APbROXIMATELy 0.5 - Continued
(b) a s = O°; E_o fuselage
No_!E_al cortre _ _ [ Feath_,rln_ moLiu!_.<!_'_ ' _' i Aero/yn_,le cf_r_ct_rL_tic_
Part (:) Bl,s = "k°
P&rt (!*) BL,6 = it:; "_wieu :ior_l" ]&g ( _/r.ping
,1:,0 ,ofr2 .OOi 5 -.000_ - 000 000_0 _ _.78 ii _ 01[ _ 5_ 5 _I
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TABL_ V.- ROTOR CHARACTb_RISTICS AT A TIP-SPEED RATIO OF APPROXIMATELY 0.5 - Conttnued
(c) as = to; 1:o fu6e]a_e
deg ' Aerodyn_ie cksracter[etlcs .__ _ deg deg_ deg
Part (L) _" s = -4o
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'FABLE V*- ROTOR CHARACTEI_ISTICS AT A TIP-SPEED RATIO OF API _OXI_4AT_LY 0,3 - Conl In:ed
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TABLF, V.- RJ?OR C}{ARACTERIETI(S AT A TIP-f;PEED RATIO OF APPRO×IMATH,Y 0.5 - ,font[nued
3O
TABLE V,- NOTOR CPA_CT_m:ST:CS AT A TIP-SPEED PATIO OF A PROXIMATELy 0.3 - Concluded
(f) _s = lpc fuselage on
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TABLE VI.- ROTOR-BLADE MOTIONS AFTER A SATDDEN CONTROL INCR_]NT; NO FUSELAGE
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Figure 4.- Properties of full-scale rotor blades.
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Figure 8.- Change of blade pitch angle with lag angle for a nominal
pitch of 8.5 ° and three flapping angles.
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